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Title word cross-reference

2 × 2 [Arm55, Lat53, Les55, Pat48, Pat59, Yat55a]. 2 × n [Hal55b]. 5
[Dav52e], 99.9 [Lew53], B [Tuk57]. b2 [GW47, GW50]. β [KL59], β1 [PM51].
β2 [PM51]. χ [Tho53]. χ2
[AA54a, Bar51, Bar52b, Bat50, Ber57, Blo54, Blo56, Cad53, Dav50a, Daw54,
Fra50, Hal55b, Hal55c, HP50b, Joh55c, Joh59b, Lan49b, Lan50b, Lan50c,
Lew53, Nas59, Pea59b, Tuk57, Wat57b, Wis56b, Joh55c]. χ2 [VN59]. F
[Aro50, DJ51, Dav52e, Hac58, Har50a, Hor53, PH51]. G [Kab58]. Γ [Joh55c].
k [AA54b, BO58, Coo51a, Coo51b, Jon54, Kap52, KR57, Wis52b]. n [Stu50].
n = 200 [HP57]. S [Sil50]. t [Ano54c, DS54, DS55, Gro53, Har57b, HP50a,
Hyr50, Lor47, Lor50, Lor52, MP58, Moo57b, Rus50, Rus52, Sri58, Wel58]. T2
[PS59]. τ [Sun53b]. u [Lor50]. X [Bar56d]. z [Dav59i, Fin50].

-Approximation [Tho53]. -Distribution
[Wel58, PH51, DS54, DS55, HP50a, Sil50]. -Distributions [Aro50].
-Function [Daw54, Joh55c, KL59]. \-Funktsii [Joh55c]. \-Integral [HP50b].
-Probability [Joh55c]. \-Ratio [Hac58, Har50a, Dav52c]. \-sample [Jon54].
-statistics [AA54b, Coo51a, Coo51b, Kap52, Wis52b]. \-Test
[Ano54c, Bar56d, Lor52, VN59, DJ51, Hor53, Dav59i, Fin50, Lor47, Lor50,
Moo57b, Russ50, Russ52, Sti58]. \-tests [Gro53].


Absenteeism [AS54, Nas59]. Absolute [Kam53a]. abstract [Tuk58].
Abundances [Gru50]. Academy [Ano57l]. Accident
[Gre50, Joh57d, MPW53, Tan58]. Accidents [Bar53c, MPW52, Nas59].
According [Dar53]. Accuracy [Jam56]. Acheson [Cox53b]. Ackoff [Doi59].
Action [Ash58]. Adams [Dav56b]. Addendum [Ano50a, Bar53b].
Additional [Bra64, Bra54]. Additivity [Cox58a]. adequacy [Pat57].
Adjusted [HG58]. Admitting [Hu55]. Advanced [Pea59a, Dav54a].
against [Jon54]. Age [Wau55]. Age-Dependent [Wau55]. Agricultural
[Fin58a]. Alan [Pea59a]. Algebra [Arc58, Mal59a]. Allen [Dav57c]. Allied
BDM58, Dav56d]. allo [Smi59a]. Allometry [KH50]. Allowing [Hea56].
Alternate [Bat50]. Alternative [Dav50a, Fin58b, We51]. Alternatives
[Bar59a, Bar59b, BDM58, BD58a, Jon54]. Amalgamation [Mil59].
[ZSP58]. Analogue [Som59, DS55]. analysi [Olk53]. Analysis
[AS57, Ano56d, An58, AS54, Ash58, Bai53b, Bak50, Bar50b, Bar51, Bar58a,
Ber57, Box55, BT52, Bra54, Bra64, Bul58, Cox53a, DJ51, Dav51b, DO51,
Fos55a, Fuc52, HG58, Ham53, Har50c, Hea53, Jam54, Jen55, Jen58, Joh52b,
Jow57, JW59, Law59, Les57, MPW53, Mal59d, Mar52b, McM55, Moo58b,
Mos53, Nel51, PH51, Pi56, PB59, Pre53, Ray56, RM56, Rud52, Sch53, Sch69,
Wat55, WH56, Wi55a, Wi57, Wi52b, Wi52c, Yat55b, Bra55, KR57, Rao59,
Sri59, Joh51, Ano57c, An58, Dav52b, Dav59b, Dur59a, Edw59, Lew57,
Lew58, Moo56b, Pow58, Wis52a, Jen59]. Analytic [Dav59a]. Anderson
[An58, Dav54d, Mos59]. Andrew [Fos56, Vaj59b]. Angular
[Har56, Har57a, Jen54a, Ste53]. Animal [Gru51, Mor51b]. Any
[Gay50a, Gay51, Sil51]. Apodemus [HP52]. Apparent [Wal50].
Applicability [Ske58]. Application [BH54, Dav56e, Dur59c, GW50, HM59,
Lan50c, Pec56, Som59, Stu51, Yat55a, GW47]. Applications
[BO59, BO61, Cox58h, Dav51b, Dav55c, Kab58, Kam53a, LCC53, Mor51a,
Tho55a, Coo51b, Dav55a, Dav58a, Dur55, Moo53a, Vaj59a]. Applied
[Mal59a, Ray56, Pea52a]. Appraisal [Bar58a]. Approach [Wel51, Dav57c].
Approximate
[AA54a, Bar53d, Bar53e, Bar55a, Bul57, Cox53c, Dan56, Dro58, KL59, Que49].
Approximating [Cad53, Law56a]. Approximation
[Bar51, Bha59, Br56b, Cad52a, McF56, MP58, Pea59b, Tho53].
Approximations [DS55, Joh52a, Pea52b, SK57, Tuk55, Tuk57]. Area
[An55m]. Area-Ordinate [An55m]. Argument [An57, PM51]. Arising


[Irw54, IK54, Lan49a, Lan50a]. [Arhoff] [Dorf59]. [Arranged] [Dar57a]. [Arrangements] [Cox54a]. [Art] [Stu56b]. [Ascertaining] [Gib50]. [Aspects] [Ans58, Ban51, Mal59d]. [Assay] [AB54, Hea53, Hea53]. [Assigning] [Hui55]. [Associated] [MT57, Mac58, Cox53a]. [Association] [Stu53, Wil52c, Wis54b]. [Assumptions] [Hoo58]. [Astromony] [Dav57b]. [Asymptotic] [Der56, Fin58b, VN59]. [Asymptotische] [Dav52d]. [Aurelia] [Les57]. [Author] [Ano55a]. [auto] [Mur51]. [auto-regressive] [Mur51]. [Autocorrelated] [Hu50, Wal50]. [Autocorrelation] [Ken54a, Wis55]. [Autocorrelations] [MP54]. [Autoregression] [Pat58]. [Autoregressive] [Ghu50, Jen54b, Jen56, Wis56a]. [Average] [Dur59b, Wis56a]. [Axis] [LD53].
Bar59e, Bar59d, Bea50, Boo57, Bow59, Box55, Bro56c, Bur59, Car59, Cor58, Cox53b, Cox53a, Dav50c, Dav50b, Dav51a, Dav52a, Dav52b, Dav52d, Dav54d, Dav54a, Dav54e, Dav54b, Dav54c, Dav55a, Dav55b, Dav56a, Dav56b, Dav56c, Dav57d, Dav57c, Dav57b, Dav57a, Dav58a, Dav58c, Dav58d, Dav58b, Dav59e, Dav59b, Dav59a, Dav59f, Dav59g, Dav59h, Dav59i, Doi59, Dur53, Dur55, Dur59a, Edw59, Ela59, Est59, Fin58a, Fos55a, Fos55b, Gum58, Hea53, Jen55, Jen58, Jen59, Joh51, Joh54b, Joh54a, Joh54c, Joh55a, Joh55b, Joh55c, Joh58a, Joh58b, Joh58c.

Books
[Ano55n, Ano56h, Ano57i, Ano57j, Ano58f, Ano58g, Ano59f, Ano59g].

Boole [Dav59c].

Booth [Fos56].

Bootstrap [Efr79].

Both [Mal56].

Bound [RG58].

Bounds [Chu55b, RG57, RG61, Stu56c, Tho55b].

Brambilia [Dav58c].

Brand [Pow58].

Bross [Joh54a].

Buckland [Gum58].

Bureau [Ano55o, Ano56j, Ano57k, Har53, Pea54].

Burlington [Dav59d].

Buros [Stu52].

Bush [Jon56].

Business [Stu56a, Vaj59b, Dav56b].

Busy [Con59].

C [Arc58, Ban58, Bar56a, Bar59c, Bar59e, Box55, Bro56c, Dav54a, Dav56b, Dav56c, Dav59e, Dav59a, Dav59f, Dav59h, Dav59i, Doi59, Hea53, Mal59d, Moo58b, Pea52a, Smi55a, Wel54, Wil58a].

Calculating [TW54, Les55].

Calculation [GW47, GW50, Hal55b, Joh55c].

Calculus [BS57, Ken56, RK50, Dav59c].

Calhoun [Smi55a].

Cambridge [Wel54].

can [Man55b].

Canonical [Law59, Mar52b].

Capture [Gil56, Ham53, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Mor52].

Capture-Mark-Recapture [Mor52].

Capture-Recapture [Gil56, Ham53, LC51, Les52].

Cardpack [Dav52a, Dav56a].

Cards [Ken57b].

Carlo [Mor57].

Carolina [DO51].

Carried [Les57].

Case [AS57, Cle59, Sun53b].

cases [DS54].

categories [KR57].

Caudatum [Les57].

Caused [Cha55].

Cedric [Ken55].

Censored [Coh55, Coh57, DJ54, Gru52, Gup52, MH58, Moo56c, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw59, Saw79].

Census [Dar59a, Dar58].

Censuses [Smi51, Stu54].

Central [AA54a, MP58, PH51, Pea59b, San59, Tuk57, Wel58].

Certain [Ano55c, Ano55g, Ano55n, Bar52a, Cox54a, Dav54f, DO51, Dra52, Gan55, Kha59, Lan49b, Lan50b, Les58, Mar52a, Nai50, Ray56, Sl51, DS54, DS55, Olk53].

Chain [Ano55c, Bai55b, Bai56c, Dar59c, Gan55b].

Chain-Binomial [Bai56c].

Chain-Binomials [Bai53b].

Chains [Bar52b, Der56, Gan56, GoO55, Goo57, Goo58, Hoe54].

Chance [Bai53b, Bai56c, Dav56a, Dav52a].

Changes [BB58].

Change [Cha55, Pag55b, Pag57].

Changes [Stu56a].

Chapters [BS57].

Characteristic [Her58a, Lei58a].

Charles [BS57].

Charlier [BD52, She51].
[Moo55a]. Corrected [May52]. Correction [Bar55a, Har50b, vdH52].
Corrections [DW51a, Kup52, Saw79, Sch69]. Correlated [But56, Lei58b, Wil52d]. Correlation [Ano57e, Ber58, Cha50, CM51, Dan56, DK58a, Dav50c, DKS51, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Dur57, FHP57, Gay51, Gib50, Han55a, Han55b, Han57, Har54, Har56, Har57a, Hoo58, Jen54a, KH50, Law56b, LD53, Lei58a, Moh55, Mor51c, Que57, Rei56, San58, Som59, Stu56c, Sun53b, Tat55, Wat50, Wat55, Wat56b, WH56, Har57b, Que49].
Correlational [Dur59a]. Corrigenda [Ait59, Ano53c, Ano53d, Ano54d, Ano54c, Ano55g, Ano55h, Ano55e, Ano55f, Ano56d, Ano56c, Ano60, BD57a, Blo56, BO61, Cox57a, Cro58a, GW50, Goo57, Joh58d, Kam58, Lan50a, Lan50b, LG59, Lor52, May58, Moo59, Pat59, Pea51c, RG61, Rub55, Saw58a, She59a, She61, Smi59b, Wau59].

D [Arc58, Arm54, Dav59d, Fos56, Hea53, Joh54b, Joh54a, Mal59c, Moo57a, Moo58a, Mor56, Pea56, Smi55a, Stu58, Wel54, Whi51]. D. [Bar57c]. Dams [Gan55a]. Data
Death-Rates [Mor52]. Decision [Bar53a, Bar54a, BDS54, Dar59b, Joh54a, Bar56a]. Decisions
[Ban58, Mor55]. definite [BD52]. Degrees [Tho53, Wis56b]. Delay [Tan51].
Demand [Fos55a]. Demografia [Car59]. Demography [Joh56]. Density [Ker58, Wis55, Pat57]. Denumerable [Der56]. Department
[Ano55o, Ano56], Ano57k, Har53, Pea54]. Departure [Bar57a]. Dependence
[Ans57]. Dependent [Gab59, Wau55]. Dept [Dav58b]. Derivation
[Lan49b, Lan50b, Ske58]. Derived [GW47, GW50, PH51, Ste51b]. Deriving
[Rao53]. Description [Ber57]. Design
[AC55, Ano56d, BH54, BL59, Cox53a, Cox54a, Cox57a, Cox57b, GF57, Joh51, Joh54c, MM59, Mos53, Pea56, Toc52a, V59, Wau55a, Joh54a, McM55]. Designs
[Ban50, Ban51, Big59, Bos56, Box52, BT52, Bra54, Bra64, But56, Cox51, Dav58b, Joh59a, Pat52, Ray56, Sil57, Wil57, Wil52d, Bra55, Joh51, Joh58a].


Determination [Les59]. Determined [Joh57c]. Deterministic [RM55].

Deviate [Dav56f, Nai52, PT59, Pil59]. Deviates [Moo55a]. Deviation [Cad54, Cro58b, DHP54, Gup52, Joh57a, Joh58d, Joh58e, Kam54a, Kam54b, Lor52, Ram58, Tho55b, Lor47]. Deviations [Cha50, LD53]. Dichotomized [Tat55]. Dicing [Dav55d]. Dictionary [Her58b, Gum58]. Difference [Dar57a, Gay50b, GR54, Gro51, Kam53b, Kam58, Pat48, Pat59, Que53, Ram58]. Differences [Dar53, Kam54a, Ram59, SK57, Wil58a, Mur51, Dav59c].

Differential [Mal59d, Phi59, Ste51b]. Digital [Moo55a]. Dimensional [Hei55]. Dimensions [Har57c, Dav59a]. Direct [Ano55e, Wis54a].

Discontinuous [DJ50, Ker58, Pea50a, Pea51c, Ram58, Ste50, Toc50].

Discovery [Ken59]. Discrete [Lan49a, Lan49b, Lan50a, Lan50b, Mar52a]. Discriminant [Wil55b]. Discrimination [Rud52]. Discussion [TW54].

Diseases [Fre53, Irw54]. Disorientation [MT57, Mac58]. Dispersal [Ske51].

Dispersion [Bat50, Cad53, CS55, Dar57b, Kat53, Nai50, SK57]. Distance [Bu58]. Distributed [Gru51, MH58, Dav59i]. Distribution [AA54a, Ano53c, Ano55g, BP59, Bar57a, Bat50, Ber57, Bha59, Bra58, Cad52b, Cle59, CR58, CS57, Cro58b, Dan52, Dan56, DKS51, Dav54f, DHP54, Der56, Dra52, Fin52, FR57, Fos57, Fos58, Gab59, Gay50a, Gay51, Hac58, HP52, HS56, HP57, HP50b, HF51, HP51, Her58b, Hil54, Hyr50, Irw54, Joh52a, Joh57a, Joh58d, Kab58, Kam53a, Kam54a, Kam56, Ken57a, Lan57, Law56a, Lei58a, Lew53, MP58, Moo52, Moo56c, Pal57, PH51, Pea52b, Pea59a, Pea59b, Pil52, Pil56, PT59, PB59, Sam55, San59, She59b, Sim55, Ske58, Ste50, Ste51b, Stu51, Suk58, Tay56, Tuk57, Wal56, Wat56b, Wat56a, Win57, Wis54c, Woo56, Coo51a, DS54, DS55, HP50a, Jon54, She51, Sil50, Wel58].

Distribution-Free [Kam56, Jon54]. Distributions [Ano53c, Ano50, Aro50, Bar56e, Blo54, Blo56, Cad53, Chu55a, Coh53, Coh55, Dra52, Dro58, Eva53, Gru52, Gur57, Hab55, Har57c, Huz55, Hyr52, IK54, Jen54b, Jen56, Joh59b, Kha59, Lan49a, Lan49b, Lan50a, Lan50b, Les59, Mal56, Mar52a, MH58, Pat54, Pea50a, Pea51c, Pre53, Que59, Ram58, Ram59, SK57, Ste57, Stu55b, Tho51b, Tho54, Wat57b, BO58, Har57b, Mul51].


Duncan [Cox53b]. duration [Tha57]. Dwight [Dav58d]. Dynamics [Dav59g, Mal59d].

Each [Ste52]. Early [Lie54, Wil56a, Tha57]. Ecology [Eva53, Ske52, Tho55a]. Econometrics [Dav57b, Fos55a, Dur53].

Edgeworth [BD52, Pea59c]. Editorial [Ano52c]. Educational [Dav57d].

Edwin [Mal59d]. Effect [Bar51, Coo57, DJ51, Hor53, Mac53, Que57, Sri58, Sri59, Fin50]. Effects [Cox58a]. Efficiencies [Fin58b, Nai50]. Efficiency [BM55, Har59, She50, She51, Sun54, VN59, Wil58a]. Efficient [Dur59b].
Einführung [Bar57f]. Elasticity [Mal59d]. Electrical [Joh54b].

Elementary [Bar58a, Dav56e, Wel54, Arm54, Boo57, Dav56b, Mal59a].

Ellinger [Stu56b]. Elliptic [Win57]. Empirical [Hac58]. Engineering [Moo53a, Joh54b]. Entry [Ste51a]. Epidemic [Bai50, Bai53a, Has54, RM55, Whi55, Fos55]. Epidemics [Bai53b, Moo58c].


Equidistant [Har51]. Equivalence [Bar58e]. Errata [DK58b].

Error [Cur57, Ehr50, GF57, Med56]. Essay [BB58]. Essentials [Dav57d].

Estimate [BC58, Ber57, HS56, Nag50]. Estimates [Ban50, Kam54a].

Estimating [Ans56, Bai51, Bai56a, Bai56b, Ber57, CM51, Coh53, Coh57, Cra53a, Cra53b, Ghu50, GR54, LD53, LC51, Nai50, Sun54].

Estimation [AB54, Arm58, Big59, Cha55, CR58, Cox52, Dav57e, Dow53, DK51b, Dur59b, Dur59c, Ehr50, Fin52, Goo50, Gu55, Gu55, Gut58, HM54, Ken54a, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Lin53, Llo52, Llo59, Lon51a, MP54, MH58, Moo52, Moo56c, Mor52, Olk58, Phi59, Que56, Saw59, Stu53, Stu55a, Stu57, Bra55, Dar58, Dar59a]. Estimator [Ano56c, Bar56e, Dar56, Gan55b, Pat50]. Estimators [Fin58b, Joh50, She58, She59a, She59b, She61]. Evaluation [Dav53a].

Events [Bar56b, Bar58e, CS53]. Evidence [Eva53, Dav55a]. Evolutionary [Whi51].

Exact [FH51, Han55a, Han55b, Huw55, Kup52, Lan50c, Tay56, Wil52b, Les55, Mul51].

Examination [Bro56a]. Example [LCC53], examples [Lor54a]. Exercises [Bai58, Dav54b]. Existence [Bla56]. Expansion [Ano55c, Wis54a].

Expectation [CG59]. Expectations [Lan50c, Nas59]. Expected [Gru51].

Experiment [Cox53a, Cox54a, Dav58b]. Experimental [Big59, BH54, But56, Cox51, Cox57a, Cox57b, Eva53, Pea56, Ray56, Wil52d, Joh51, Joh58a, Joh59a, Pea56].

Experimenting [Pea57a]. Experiments [BL59, Cur57, Lan52, Les57, MM59, Pat52, Tay50, Wil52a, Yat55b, Joh51, Joh54c, Mal59c, MC555, Moe55].

Exploited [Dav59g]. Exponential [AP54, Bar57a, Har59, Pat58, PL59]. Exponentially [MH58].

Expression [Dav54, Has54]. Extended [May52].

Extension [Joh59b, Lah53, Sil57, Toc50, Lat53]. Extrema [BO59, BO61]. Extreme [Dav56f, Dro58, Lie54, Nai52, PT59, Pil59, Rub56a].

F

[Dav57d, Dav59c, Est59, Joh55a, Joh58b, Jon56, Smi51, Stu54, Wil54, Wil58a].

Factor [Bar51, Box52]. Factorial [Dav58b, Joh54c, MM59, Wil52a, Wis54c].


Federer [Pea56]. Fejezetek [BS57]. Felix [Bar58a]. Feller [Dav58a, Mor51a]. Fernordnung [Fuc54]. Fiducial [Ans57, Ste54, Ste50].

Field [Cra53a, HP52]. Finite [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Dav59c, Ken52a, Mil59, Olk58, Wis52b, Wis59a].
Finney [Hea53, Pea56, Hea53, Lat53]. First [Box52, Pen59, Stu50, Pea51b].
Fish [Dav59]. Fisher [Bar50a, Bar57b, Hyr50, Pea51a, Tuk57].
Fisher-Behrens [Bar50a]. Fisz [Ela59]. Fit
[FH51, Pat54, Wal56, Wat57b, Whi52]. Fitting [Bra58, Gru52, Gue53,
Gue54, Gue56, Har51, Har59, Hut56, Pat58, WM53, PL59]. Fixed [Hoo58].
fluctuations [Pat57]. Flying [Cra53b]. Forestry [Fin58a]. Form
[Dav50a, Har50b, Lan57]. Forms
[Ait50, Ait59, BO59, BO61, Hu55, Lei58b, Nel51]. Formula [Pla54].
Formulae [AA54a, DJ54, Dro58, Bar55b]. Formulas [Moo53a].
Forsythe [Mal59d]. Fortet [Mal59d]. Foundations [Dav52d]. Fraction
[She54]. Fractional [Dav58b]. Francesco [Dav58c]. Frank [Wis52a].
Franklin [Box55]. Franz [Mal59a]. Fraser [Stu58]. Free
[Kam56, Suk58, Jon54]. Freedom [Tho53, Wis56b]. Frequencies
[Goo53, Gru51, Tan58]. Frequency [Bar52a, Bar53b, Cok53, Gay51, Pat54].
Front [Ano50d, Ano50e, Ano51d, Ano51e, Ano52d, Ano52e, Ano53e, Ano53f,
Ano54c, Ano54f, Ano55j, Ano55k, Ano55l, Ano56e, Ano57h, Ano58c,
Ano58d, Ano59c, Ano59d]. Fulfilment [Joh57b]. Function
[Ano55m, Aro50, Ber57, Cad52a, DJ51, Dav53b, Dav54, Gil56, HF51, Joh55c,
Lei58a, Lev59, Pat48, Pat59, PH51, Wis50, Wis55, KL59, Sr58]. Functional
[Bar57d, Edw59, Ken51, Ken52b, Lin53, Wil55b]. Functions
[Bar54a, Bar55b, Bar56c, DK51a, DK53, DK55, DK58b, Joh52b, Kab58,
Lei58b, Sim55, Wal56, Wil55b, Hry50, Bar53a, Est59]. Fundamental [DJ54].
Fundamentals [Mal59b]. Funktsii [Joh55c]. Furnish [Ban50]. Further
[Cox58b, Dav51b, Har57a, Hui58, MPW53, May54, May58, RG57, RG58,
RG61, TW54, TW55].

G [Ano57e, Ano58, Ban58, Bar55b, Cor58, Dav50c, Dav54b, Dav54c, Dav55c,
Dav57d, Gum58, Joh51, Joh58a, Mal59d, Moo55b, Pea59a, Pen59, Smi59a,
Stu56b, Wel58, Whi51, Wis59a]. Galton [Hod55]. Gambler [Moh55].
Games [Mor56]. gaming [Dav55d]. Gas [Mal59d]. Gass [Vaj59a]. Gause
[Les57]. Geary [Lab53]. General
[Bai53a, Bro54, Has54, Law56a, Sun53b, Fos55c, Lor54a]. Generalization
[AS57, PS59, DS54]. Generalizations [RM56]. Generalized
[Ano56d, FR57, Fos57, Fos58, Gur57, Ram59, RK50, Wil55a, AA54b].
Generating [Lei58b]. Generation [Pow55]. Genetics
[Kal57, Smi56, Owe59]. Geometric [Cle59]. Geometry
[Dav59a, DK51b, Win57]. George [Dav59c, Dav59a, Mal59d]. Gerhard
[Dur53]. Gertrude [Joh51]. Gesetze [Dav52d]. GI [Con59]. GI/M/1
[Con59]. Gini [Kam53c]. Girshick [Mor56]. Given [Dav50d, Saw59]. Gleser
Goodman [Bar59f]. Goodness [FH51, Pat54, Wal56, Wat57b].
Goodness-Of-Fit [Wat57b]. Gowen [Smi55b]. Gram [BD52, She51].
Gram-Charlier [BD52, She51]. Graphical [Pre53, Roy56]. Greenberg
[Her58a]. Greenwood [McK51]. Grenander [Jen58]. Gross [Rei56]. Group
[Hor53]. **Grouped** [Gru52, HM54]. **Grouping** [Gue54, Gue56, Kup52].
**Groups** [Has57, Jam51]. **Growing** [Dar53]. **Growth** [HP52, Whi51]. **Gupta** [Bar59e].

**H** [Bar56a, Bar58d, Bar58c, Bar59e, Bar59d, Bea50, Bea51, Cox53a, Dav55c, Dav56c, Dav59a, Dav59g, Dur59a, Jen59, Joh51, Joh55a, Joh55b, Joh58b, Lew58, Mal59b, Moo56a, Moo58b, Mor57, Owe58, Pea52a, Wil58a]. **H.** [Joh58f]. **Hack** [Joh58f]. **Hald** [Moo53a, Moo53a]. **Hall** [Mal59d].

**Handbook** [Stu56a, Dav59d]. **Hankel** [Bar59e, Bar59e]. **Hansen** [Dav55c].

**Harley** [DK58a]. **Harold** [Ano57f]. **Harry** [Dav57c].

**Harley-Khamis** [Mul51]. **Having** [Gro51]. **Haycocks** [Moo56a].

**Hazelwood** [Wis59a]. **Health** [Dav57b]. **Helen** [Fos55b]. **Herbert** [Dav59d]. **Hereditry** [Owe58]. **Herman** [Fos55a, Jen55].

**Heterogeneity** [GF57, Har50a, Lon51a]. **Heterogeneous** [Cur57, Ehr50]. **Heteromorphic** [Jow57].

**Hewitt** [Mal59d]. **Higher** [Coh53, Jen56]. **History** [BB58, Ken56, Ken57b, Lor58, Pla58, Roy56, Wil56a, Dav55d, Tha57].

**Hodge** [Mal59d]. **Hoel** [Moo55b]. **Hogben** [Dav52a, Dav56a]. **Hohn** [Mal59a].

**Holt** [Dav59g]. **Homogeneity** [Bar59a, Bar59b, Hal55b, Hor53, Stu55b].

**Hotelling** [PS59]. **Household** [Bai53b]. **Housing** [Bow59]. **Hsu** [DO51].

**Hugh** [Joh55b]. **Hungarian** [Ano57l]. **Hurwitz** [Dav55c]. **Hutchinson** [Owe59].

**Hypergeometric** [Ano55e, Wis54a]. **Hypotheses** [Bha59, Bro55, Gho55, Jam54, Jen54b, Jen56, Rao53, Rao59].

**Hypothesis** [Bat50, Bro56a, Jen54b, Dav52b]. **Hypothesis-Testing** [Dav52b].

**Hyrenius** [Bar58c].

**II** [Bra64, Dav55c, Dav57b, Bai56b, Bar59b, Bar53c, BD58a, Ber57, Bra54, Dar59a, DK51a, DW51b, Fos57, Jen56, Ken52b, Ken56, Les52, Lor54b, WH56].

**III** [Dav57b, Bar55a, Bra55, DK51a, Fos58, HP52, Joh58e, LCC53, Roy56].

**Immigration** [Dar59a]. **Importance** [Her58b]. **Important** [Rao53].

**Improvement** [Owe58]. **Inaccurately** [Lon51b]. **Inadmissible** [Cox54a].

**Including** [She54]. **Incomplete** [Aro50, Ban50, BT52, Bra54, Bra64, Cad52a, HP51, Joh55c, Kam53a, Sil57, VN59, Wil57, Wis50, Bra55, KL59].

**Increase** [GT56]. **Increased** [GT56]. **Incubated** [Mac53]. **Independence** [Ait50, Ait59, Mor50b, Nel51].

**Independent** [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Wal50].**Index** [Ano55a, Ano55p, Bat50, Dar57b, Her58a, Kat53].

**Indicators** [Stu56a]. **Individual** [Pow55, Wil58a]. **Industrial** [Cox53b, Dav57b, MPW52, McM55].

**Industry** [Box55, Joh59a, McM57, Vaj59b]. **Inefficiency** [Chu55a]. **Inequalities** [She54].

**Infection** [Bai53b, Bai56c, Has57].

**Infectious** [Bai56a, Bai56b, Irw54].

**Inference** [Ano57f, Bar57b, Dav59e, Fos55b].

**Information** [Ano50f, Ano51f, Ano52f, Ano53g, Ano54g, Ano55q, Ano56k, Ano57m, Ano58h, Ano59b, Bar52c, Lin57a].

**Insects** [Cra53b]. **Inspection** [Pag54]. **Institute** [Ano57l]. **Integral** [AA54a, Cad51, Chu55b, DJ50].
Dav53a, Har54, HP50b, Joh52a, Mal59c, McF56, She54, Wis50, DS55, HP50a.

Integrals [Dav58d, Pla54]. **Integration** [Dav59f]. **Interactions** [Wil52a].

Interference [Tan53]. Intermediate [Bar58b]. **Internal** [Har59].

Interpolations [Tuk55]. **Interpretation** [Cox58a, Ncl54, Wil52a].

Interrelations [Gur57, Sil51]. **Interval** [CR58]. **Intervals** [Bar53c, Bar53d, Bar53e, Bar55a, Bul58, Cro56, Cro58a, CG59, Joh57c, MPW52, Pal57, Ste57].

**Intra** [Bai53b]. **Intra-Household** [Bai53b]. **Introduction** [Ans58, Dav55a, Dav58a, Dav59b, RM56, Ano57c, Dav59e, Doi59, Edw59, Joh56, Moo55b, Wis52a].

Invariants [Huz55]. **Inventories** [Wis59b].

Inverse [Ano55e, Wis50, Wis54a]. **Inversion** [GP51, Goo50].

Inverting [RS56].

Investigation [Hac58, PL59]. **Investigations** [Moo56a].

Investment [Stu56b]. **Involved** [Med56]. **Involving** [Pat52, Yat55b, Rao59].

**Irrationalzahlen** [Wat57a].

Irving [Mal59d]. **Irwin** [Joh54a].

Isolated [Has57]. **Iterative** [TW54]. IV [Dav57b, DK53, Wil56a]. IX [BB58].

J [Ano57c, Bar59e, Cox53b, Dav50b, Dav51a, Dav52c, Dav54e, Dav56b, Dav59e, Dav59c, Dav59g, Hea53, Joh54a, Mal59d, Moo57a, Moo58c, Pea56, Pea51b, Smi55b, Wel54, Wel58, Whi51, Wis52a]. **Jackknife** [Efr79, Mil74].

Jacobians [DO51, Oth53]. Janko [Joh58c]. **Jaroslav** [Joh58c].

Jereys [Ano57f]. Jerzy [Dav57b]. John [Dav59b, Lew58, Ano56g, Pea57b].

Johnson [Bea50, Bea51, Bai58, Les59]. **Joins** [Wis54c]. **Joint** [Wat56b, Coo51a].


Kalmus [Owe58]. Kaplan [Bar56c]. Kaplansky [Mal59d]. Karl [Ken59, Hal57]. Karoly [BS57]. Kempthorne [Smi55b, Mos53]. Kendall [Ans58, Dav54b, Gun58, Pea59a, Ano57e, Cor58, Dav50c, Hab55, Sil50, Stu56c, Whi51]. Khamis [Mul51]. Khintchine [Dav52d]. Kingdom [Cor58].

Kitagawa [Joh54c]. Klasszikus [BS57]. Known [ZSP58, Mal56].

Kolmogorov [Dav52d, Ano57d, Joh55c]. Kopal [Moo56b]. Krises [Stu52].

Kurtosis [Box53b].

L [Bai58, Ban58, Bar56a, Bar56d, Bar57f, Bar57g, Bar58b, Bea50, Bea51, Bow59, Box55, Dav52a, Dav54d, Dav54e, Dav56c, Dav59f, DO51, Doi59, Joh55a, Joh58b, Kes58, Lew57, McM55, McM57, Moo58b, Pow58, Smi55b, Wis59a].

Lag [Gib50]. Lancelot [Dav56a]. Large [AC55, Wis56b, Bra55, Tuk58].

Large-Sample [AC55, Bra55]. Largest [Mau58b, Pil56, PB59]. Lars [Fos55a]. **Latent** [Bai56a, Bai56b, Law56b]. **Latin** [Cox58a]. Learning [Jon56]. Least [Dow53, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Han57, Llo52, Pla50].


M [Ano57e, Ans58, Bar56a, Bar58b, Con59, Cor58, Cox53a, Dav50c, Dav54b, Dav55c, Dav55a, Dav55b, Ela59, Fos55b, Gum58, Jen58, Jen59, Joh51, Joh54c, Joh58a, Kes58, Mal59b, Mor56, Stu56a, WH55a, Wil55b]. Made [Ban50, Man58b]. \textit{Madow} [Dav55c]. \textit{Maguire} [Bar53c]. Mainland [Arm54]. \textit{Maintenance} [Wis55b]. \textit{Major} [LD53, McK51]. \textit{Manifold} [Som59]. Mann [Joh51]. \textit{Many} [Chu55a]. \textit{Marginal} [Stu55b, Les55]. Mark [Mor52]. \textit{Marked} [Cra53b, Gil55]. \textit{Markoff} [Goo57, Wau59, Dav59c, Goo55, Goo58, Hoo54, Pat57]. \textit{Markov} [Ano56c, Der56, Gan55b, Gan56, Wan58]. \textit{Marriott} [Wil58a]. \textit{Marshall} [Mal59d]. \textit{Massey} [Ano57c, Wis52a]. \textit{Matched} [Coc50]. \textit{Mathematical} [Dav50b, Dav52c, Dav57b, Dav58d, Ela59, Fuc52, Her58a, Mal59d, Moo55b, Moo55c, Mor55b, Mor55f, Pea51a, Ano57i]. \textit{Mathematics} [Mal59d, Smi55b]. \textit{Mathematische} [Ano60, Bar57f, Ela59, Bar57g]. \textit{Matrices} [Goo50, Law56b, RS56, Kes58]. \textit{Matrix} [DO51, Mal59a, Pil56, PB59, Olk53]. \textit{Matter} [Ano50b, Ano50c, Ano50d, Ano50e, Ano51a, Ano51b, Ano51d, Ano51e, Ano52a, Ano52b, Ano52d, Ano52e, Ano53a, Ano53b, Ano53c, Ano53f, Ano54a, Ano54b, Ano54c, Ano54f, Ano55b, Ano55c, Ano55d, Ano55j, Ano55k, Ano55l, Ano56a, Ano56b, Ano56c, Ano56e, Ano56f, Ano57a, Ano57b, Ano57g, Ano57h, Ano58a, Ano58b, Ano58c, Ano58d, Ano59a, Ano59b, Ano59c, Ano59d]. \textit{Maurice} [Pea59a]. \textit{Maxima} [Cra54, Pal57]. \textit{Maximum} [An55, An56, Ano56c, Bar56e, Ber57, Gan55b, HS56, Har57c, Har50a, LC51, She50, She59a, She61, Yat55b, Dav52e]. \textit{Maximum-Likelihood} [Bar56e, Gan55b, HS56]. \textit{Maximum-Minimum} [Har57c]. \textit{May} [Ban50, Dav59d]. \textit{McCracken} [Moo58a]. \textit{Mean} \textit{[Ano55b, BP59, Cad54, Cox54b, Cro58b, Dav56f, Gup52, Has54, Joh57a, Joh56d, Joh58b, Kam53b, Kam53c, Kam54b, Kam58, Man58b, Moo56c, Nai52, Pat50, PT59, Pil59, Pla58, Ram58, Ram59, Ste51a, Tay56, Wel51, Wil56b]. \textit{Means} [BDS54, Dav57e, Gay50b, GR54, Gro51, HG58, Hor53, Hyr52, Jam56,

Night-Vision [Wil58a]. Non [AA54a, Ano55g, Ano55h, BDM58, BD58a, Box53a, BL59, Cox54b, Cox58a, DJ51, Dav54f, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, Gro53, Hac58, Hea56, Hil54, Hyr52, Jen56, Mal57, MP58, PH51, Pea59b, RM56, San59, Tuk57, Wel58, Fin50, Sri58, Sri59, Stu58]. Non-Additivity [Cox58a]. Non-Central [AA54a, Ano55g, Ano55h, BDM58, BD58a, Box53a, BL59, Cox54b, Cox58a, DJ51, Dav54f, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, Gro53, Hac58, Hea56, Hil54, Hyr52]. Non-Normal [Box53a, DJ51, Gro53, Fin50, Sri58, Sri59]. Non-Null [Jen56, Mal57]. Non-Parametric [RM56, Stu58]. Non-Randomness [BD58a]. Non-Zero [Hea56]. Noncentral [Har57b]. Nonlinear [Mal59d]. Nonparametric [Ano58e, Dav57a]. Normal [Ait50, Ait59, AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Ano53c, Ano54d, Ano55g, Ano55h, Ano55m, BP59, BDS54, Ber57, BG59, Cad51, Chu55b, Coh55, Coh57, Cox54b, Dan52, Dav53a, Dav54f, DHP54, Dav57e, Dra52, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, GW47, GW50, Gro51, Gru52, Gup52, Hac58, HP57, HP51, Hil54, Hyr52, Kam53a, Lan57, Lei58b, Mau58a, McF56, Moo55a, Moo56c, Nai50, Pea52b, Pla54, Pre53, Rub54, Rub56a, Rub56b, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw59, Saw79, She54, Tay56, Tuk55, Wal56, Wat57b, Woo56, ZSP58, Hyr50, Rub65]. Normality [Box53a, DJ51, GW47, GW50, Fin50, Gro53, Sri58, Sri59]. Normally [Gru51]. Normit [Ber57]. North [DO51]. Not-quite [Tuk58]. Notation [Cha50, Kap52]. Note [Ano52c, Ano58e, Ano59e, Bar53c, Bar54b, Bar57d, Box53b, Cha54, Cox56, Dar59c, Dar59b, Dav53a, Dav55e, Dav56d, Dow53, Dur59c, Fin52, Fra50, FH51, GP51, Gut58, HG58, Har54, Joh57a, Joh58d, Kat53, Ken54a, Ken57b, Ker58, Lei58a, Llo59, Mal56, Mar52a, Med56, Mer55, Mur51, Nel51, Olk53, Pea59b, Pea59c, Rei56, RG58, Roy56, Tho54, Toc52a, Wat56a, Whi55, Wii56a, Yat55a, Dav55d, Fos55c, Sil50, Tha57]. Notes [MPW53, Mor50a, Pea50b, Que56]. Null [Jen56, Mal57, Jen54b, Jen56]. Number [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Der56, Gab59, GT56, Ste52]. Numbers [Hal55a, Les52, Mil59, Pal57, Wis56b, Stu50]. Numerical [Arm58, Les58, Lew57, Mal59d, Fos56, Lew58, Moo56b]. Nuzialita [Smi59a].
[Ano55n, Ano56h, Ano56i, Ano57i, Ano57j, Ano58f, Ano58g, Ano59f, Ano59g, Dav58d, FH51, Joh55a, Joh58b, Moo56a]. **Otherwise** [Has57]. **Outcome** [Whi55]. **Outline** [Smi55a]. **Overflow** [Hai59]. **Overlapping** [Mac53]. **P** [Bar59e, Dur59a, Joh55a, Joh58b, Mal59d, Moo58b, Pen59, Wel54]. **P.** [DO51]. **Paired** [Bos56, BT52, Bra54, Bra64, Dav59j, Wil57, vdH52, Bra55]. **Pairs** [Mau58b, Tay50]. **Pandurang** [Dur55]. **Panizzon** [Smi59a]. **Paper** [Bar53c, Mac58, Whi55]. **Papers** [Lie54]. **Paradox** [Bar57c, Lin57b, Stu55a]. **Parallel** [Hai58]. **Parameter** [Has57]. **Pars** [Mau58b, Tay50]. **Pandurang** [Dur55]. **Panizzon** [Smi59a]. **Paper** [Bar53c, Mac58, Whi55]. **Papers** [Lie54]. **Paradox** [Bar57c, Lin57b, Stu55a]. **Parallel** [Hai58]. **Parameter** [Has57]. **Parameters** [Coh53, Dur59b, Fin52, Ghu50, Goo53, Gul55, HM54, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Les59, Llo52, MH58, Phi59, Saw59]. **Parametric** [Joh52b, RM56, Stu58]. **Part** [Ber57, DK53, DJ54, DK55, DW51a, Gru51, Ken51, Ken52b]. **Partial** [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Goo59, Mal59d, Mor51c, Rei56, Som59]. **Partially** [Hab55]. **Partition** [Lan49b, Lan50b, Lan50c]. **Partitions** [Bar59e]. **Parts** [DK51a]. **Pattern** [Ske52]. **Patterned** [RS56]. **Paul** [Mal59d, Moo55b]. **Pearson** [Bar53c, Coh53, Hal57, Joh58e, PM51, Toc50]. **Peck** [Wis59a]. **Pedestrians** [May54, May58, Tan51]. **Percentage** [AA54a, Ano53d, Dav56f, FR57, Fos57, Fos58, May52, Nai52, Pil59, DS55]. **Percentages** [Coc50]. **Period** [Con59]. **Periodic** [CS53, Dav59h]. **Periodogram** [Bar50b]. **Periodograms** [BM55]. **Periods** [Bai56a, Bai56b]. **Perks** [Moo56a]. **Perron** [Wat57a]. **Personnel** [Ban58]. **Peter** [Dav52b, Jen55]. **Petrographic** [Bar58a]. **Phenomena** [Mor50a]. **Philip** [Wis59b]. **Physics** [Dav57b, Whi51]. **Pillai** [Bar59e]. **Pirenne** [Whi58a]. **Place** [Lor52, Lor47]. **Plane** [Ano55f, Whi54]. **Planning** [Mal59c]. **Plant** [Tho51a]. **Plantation** [Fre53]. **Plasticity** [Mal59d]. **play** [Tha57]. **Playing** [Ken57b]. **Plot** [Cur57, Tay50, Whi56]. **Point** [Pag55b, Pag57, Tho55a]. **Points** [AA54a, Ano53d, BD56, Dav56f, FR57, Fos57, Fos58, IK54, Lew53, May52, Nai52, Pac59, PM51, Pil59, Tuk57, Dav52e, DS55]. **Poisons** [Ash58]. **Poisson** [Blo56, Bir53, Blo54, Cox55c, Cro58b, CG59, Dar57b, Dou56, HP50b, Joh59b, Kat53, Moo52, Pat57, Ram59, Ste57]. **Poisson-Markoff** [Pat57]. **Polynomial** [WM53]. **Polynomials** [Gue53, Gue54, Gue56, Har51]. **Pooling** [Lan50c]. **Popper** [Ken59]. **Population** [BG59, Cha55, Dar53, Dav50d, Ehr52, Goo53, GT56, Gru51, Gul55, Gup52, Hil54, Jam51, Jam54, Joh58e, Ken52a, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Mau58b, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw79, Sil51, Whi51, Dar58, Wis52b, Joh55b, Smi56]. **Populations** [Ano54d, Ano55g, Ano55h]. **AP54, Bai51, BDS54, Bir53, Coh57, Cox54b, Cra53a, Cra53b, Dav54f, Dav57e, Gro51, Hac58, Les57, Mau58a, Olk58, Pea52b, Rub54, Ske51, Tho51a, ZSP58, Dar59b, Fin50, Dav59g]. **positive** [BD52]. **Power** [Bat50, Cad53, Dar57b, DJ51, Dav53b, Dou56, HP52, Joh52b, Kha59, Lor50, Pat48, Pat59, PH51, Sun54, Bra55, Srl58, Srl59]. **Power-Series** [Kha59]. **Powerful** [Bla56]. **Practical** [Ban51, LCC53]. **Predatory** [Bar57e]. **Prefatory** [Mer55]. **Present** [Lon51a]. **Presentation**
Probabilities [Ano55e, Lan49a, Lan50a, RK50, Wis54a, Yat55a, Wis56b].
Probability [AA54a, Ano55m, BS57, BB58, Bar52b, DJ50, Dav56e, Dav57b, Dav58a, Dav59d, Ela59, Har54, IK54, Joh52a, Joh55c, Ken56, Ken57b, Ker58, Les59, Lor58, Mal59d, Mal59e, Pea51b, Pla58, Roy56, Wil56a, Dav55d, DS55, HP50a, Les55, Tha57, Dav50b, Dav52d, Dav52c, Dav57b, Ano557d, Bar58b, Dav51a, Dav55b, Mor51a]. Probit [AS57, Hea53]. Probits [Bla50, Hea56].
Properties [Ano55c, Bak50, Dra52, Gra52, Har56, Har57a, Jow55, Jow57, Kha59, Lan57, LG58, Les58, LG59, Moo58d, Moo59, Sun53a]. Property [Sil57]. Proportion [Cro56, Cro58a]. Proportions [Pat48, Pat59].

Quadratic [Ait50, Ait59, BO59, BO61, Lei58b, Nag50, Nel51].
Quadrivariate [McF56]. Quality [Lon51b, Moo57a, Moo58d, Moo59, Cox53b]. Quantal [Ash58, Yat55b].
Quantiles [Cad52b]. Quantitative [AB54, Her58b]. Quantum [Bro55, Bro56a]. Quenouille [Cox53a, Cox53a, Dur59c, Jea59, Mal59b, Pea59c]. Questions [DKS51, Pea50a, Pea51c]. Queueing [Con59, Hai57, Wis59a]. Queues [Doi57, Hai58, HM59, Tan53, Wis59b]. Quick [BC58, CS55, Cox56]. Quickly [Ano55e, Wis50, Wis54a]. quite [Tuk58]. Quota [Joh57b]. Quotient [Bro54]. Quotients [Bro56b].

R [Bar56a, Bar59f, Dav54d, Dav54a, Dav56b, Dav59e, Dav59f, Dav59g, Dav59d, Gum58, Joh58f, Jun56, Kal57, Ken59, Kes58, Mal59c, Pea51a, Wis59a].
Raised [Pea50a, Pea51c]. Rand [Moo55a]. Random [AC55, Dar57a, Gan56, Gay50a, Gay51, GW47, GW50, Gra52, HM59, Joh52b, MT57, Mac58, MS59, Moo55a, Pat57, Que59, Ske51, Dav59i]. Randomization [Ano56d, Joh58f, Wil55a]. Randomized [Ano56d, Bla56, GF57, Wil55a]. Randomly [Bar58e, MS59]. Randomness
\[ \text{Bar54b, Bar56b, BD56, BDM58, BD58a, Moo53b, Tho51a}. \] \textbf{Range}

\[ \text{AL53, Ano53d, Ano55g, Ano55h, BCT56, Cox54b, Dav51b, Dav53b, Dav54f, DHP54, HP57, Har50c, HP51, Joh52a, LD53, Lor52, May52, Pac59, Pat50, Pea50b, Pea52b, Pill52, Rub56a, Tho53, Tho55b, Tuk55, Lor47, Lor50, Moo57b}. \] \textbf{Ranges} \[ \text{Dav55e}. \] \textbf{Rank} \[ \text{Ber58, BT52, Bra54, Bra55, Bra64, Coo57, DKS51, FHP57, Hod55, Mor51c, Som59, Stu56c, Sun53b, Ano57e, Dav50c}. \] \textbf{Rank-Order} \[ \text{Hod55}. \] \textbf{Rankers} \[ \text{Ehr52}. \] \textbf{Ranking} \[ \text{BDS54, Mal57, Mau58a, Stu51}. \] \textbf{Realizations} \[ \text{Ano55n, Ano56h, Ano56i, Ano57e, Ano58f, Ano59f, Ano59g}. \] \textbf{Reciprocals} \[ \text{Ano55m, Dur59c, Jam51, Jam54, Jam56}. \] \textbf{Recapure} \[ \text{Bai51, Dar59a, Gil56, Ham53, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Mor52, Dar58}. \] \textbf{Reduced} \[ \text{Dur51b, Dur57, Fin58b, Han57, Har59, Hil54, Hut56, Ken51, Ken52b, Son59, Toc52b, Wat55, WH56, Wil53, Wil58b, KR57, Moo58b}. \] \textbf{Regenerative} \[ \text{Mur51}. \] \textbf{Regional} \[ \text{BH54}. \] \textbf{Regionalization} \[ \text{Box53b, Rao53}. \] \textbf{Region} \[ \text{BC58, Cox58b, Dav59h, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Dur57, Fin58b, Han57, Har59, Hil54, Hut56, Ken51, Ken52b, Son59, Toc52b, Wat55, WH56, Wil53, Wil58b, KR57, Moo58b}. \] \textbf{Removal} \[ \text{Cha55}. \] \textbf{Repeat} \[ \text{CS54, Smi59b, Smi59c}. \] \textbf{Repetition} \[ \text{Wil57}. \] \textbf{Requiring} \[ \text{MM59}. \] \textbf{Research} \[ \text{Ano59e, Dav57b, Fin58a, McM57, Wis54b, Dav54d, Dav54a, Doi59}. \] \textbf{Residual} \[ \text{Mor50b, Wal56}. \] \textbf{Resnikoff} \[ \text{We58}. \] \textbf{Resort} \[ \text{Cor55}. \] \textbf{Response} \[ \text{AS57, Ash58}. \] \textbf{Restricted} \[ \text{Arm57}. \] \textbf{Result} \[ \text{Joh57d}. \] \textbf{Resulting} \[ \text{Ano53c, Dra52}. \] \textbf{Results} \[ \text{May54, May58, Bra55}. \] \textbf{Review} \[ \text{Ano57e, Ano57d, Ano57f, Ano57c, Ano58, Arc58, Arm54, BS57, Bai58, Ban58, Bar53a, Bar56a, Bar57b, Bar55b, Bar56c, Bar56d, Bar57f, Bar57g, Bar58a, Bar58d, Bar58b, Bar58c, Bar59f, Bar59c, Bar59e, Bar59d, Bea0a, Bea51, Boo57, Bow59, Box55, Bro56c, Bur59, Car59, Cor58, Cox53b, Cox53a, Dav50c, Dav50b, Dav51a, Dav52a, Dav52b, Dav52c, Dav54d, Dav54a, Dav54e, Dav54b, Dav54c, Dav55a, Dav55b, Dav56a, Dav56b, Dav56c, Dav57d, Dav57c, Dav57b, Dav57a, Dav58a, Dav58c, Dav58d, Dav58b, Dav59e, Dav59b, Dav59c, Dav59a, Dav59f, Dav59g, Dav59h, Dav59d, Dav59f, Dur53, Dur55, Dur59a, Edw59, Eta59, Est59, Fin58a, Fos55a, Fos55b, Fos56, Gun58, Hea53, Jen55, Jen58, Jen59, Joh54b, Joh54a, Joh54c, Joh55a, Joh55b, Joh56c, Joh56, Joh58a, Joh58b, Joh58c, Joh59a, Jon56}. \] \textbf{Review}
[Kal57, Ken59, Kes57, Kes58, Lew57, Lew58, Mal59b, Mal59c, Mal59a, Mal59d, McM55, McM57, Mil74, Moo53a, Moo55b, Moo55c, Moo55a, Moo56a, Moo56b, Moo57a, Moo58b, Moo58a, Moo58c, Mor51a, Mor56, Mor57, Mos53, Mos59, Owe58, Owe59, Pea56, Pea51a, Pea51b, Pea52a, Pea59a, Peu59, Pow58, Smi51, Smi55a, Smi55b, Smi56, Smi59a, Stu52, Stu54, Stu56b, Stu56a, Stu58, Vaj59b, Vaj59a, Wat57a, Wel54, Wel58, Whi51, Wil54, Wil58a, Wis52a, Wis54b, Wis59b, Wis59a]. **Reviews** [Dav52d, Joh51, Stu52]. **Revised** [Dav56f]. Richard [Stu56a]. Richter [Bar58d]. Riemann [Win57]. Rietz [Ehr79]. Ring [BD58b]. Riordan [Dav59b]. Risks [Med56]. Road [May54, May58, Tan51]. Robert [Mal59d]. Roberts [Dav57c]. Ronald [Bar57b]. Root [Kam53b, Kam58, Pil56]. Roots [Cha54, Law56b, PB59]. Rosenblatt [Jen58]. Rosenbloom [Mal59d]. Rowe [Dav59a]. Roy [Ans58]. Royal [Moo55c]. Ruin [Moh55]. Rule [Ans57]. Runs [BD57a, BD57b, BD58b, Goo58, Gra52, Moo55d, Moo59, BD58a]. Russell [Doi59].

S [Ans58, Bar59c, Bur59, Dav55a, Dav57a, Dav59g, Dav59d, Stu58, Whi51]. Sacle [Tho53]. Salmon [Dav59a]. Salzer [Bar59d]. Same [Ste52]. Sample [AC55, Bar56e, BDS54, Bha59, Chu55a, Dan52, Dav50d, DHP54, Dav56f, GT56, Gru51, Gup52, Kam56, Lon51a, Nai52, PT59, Pil59, Rao53, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw59, Saw79, Suk58, Tho53, Bra55, Gro53, Jen54, Moo57b, Dav55c]. Samples [Ans54d, Ana55a, Bar56d, Cad52b, Coc50, Cob55, Cob57, Cox54b, Fuc54, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, GW47, GW50, Gil56, Hac58, HP57, HP51, Hill54, Joh58c, Ken52a, Na50, Pea52b, Rub54, Rub56a, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw79, Sil51, Ste52, Wil56b, Hy50, Tuk58, Wis52b]. Sampling [Ans50, Ans57, Bar52b, Cox52, Ehr52, FH54, HS56, Hoo58, Hry52, Joh57b, Jow55, Lin57a, Mor52, Som54, Sun53a, Coo51a, Kap52, Dav54c, Dur55, Smi51, Stu54]. Saul [Vaj59a]. Scale [HM54, Llo52]. Scaling [Bur59]. Scheme [Jen54b]. Schemes [Jen56, Lin57a, MM59, Pag54]. Schmetterer [Bar57f]. Schools [Pen59]. Science [Dav56b]. Sciences [Ana57l, Wis54b, Dav57a]. Scientific [Bar57b, Ken59, Ana57f, Vaj59b]. Scores [Rub56b, Wil52c, Rub65]. Second [Dav52c, Kam54a, Mac58, RK50]. Secondary [Cha50]. Segments [Wis54e]. Selecting [Cox57b]. Selection [Mau58b]. Selective [Cha55]. Sequence [BD58b, BD58a, Gah59]. Sequences [CS53, Pat52]. Sequential [Ana54c, AP54, Arm57, Arm58, Bak50, Bar52a, Bar53b, Bar56b, BD59, Bha59, Med56, Moo53b, Ray56, Tay56, Rus50, Rus52]. Sequentially [Joh57c]. Serial [Dan56, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Dur57, Gi50, Han55b, Han57, Jen54a, Lei58a, Mor50b, Wat55, Wat56b, WH56]. Serial-Correlation [Lei58a].Serially [But56, Lei58b, Wil52d]. Series [Ans50, BM55, Bar58e, Dar57a, Dav52b, Ght50, Gra52, Gut58, Han55a, Jow55, Jow57, Kha59, Pal57, Rud52, Wal50, Wal56, Whi52, Wis50, Mur51, Que49, Jen55, Jen58, Jen59, Kes57]. Set [BH54, Bro56a, Mil59, Toc52b, Yat55a]. Sets [Ken54b]. Seventh
[Ano54d, Ano58e, BB58, BDM58, BG59, BO59, BO61, Cor58, Dav50b, 
Dav52c, Dav56e, Dav56b, Dav57b, Dav57a, Dav59d, Ela59, Hea53, Huz55, 
Joh55b, Jow55, Kab58, Ken52a, Ken56, Ken57b, Llo52, Lor54b, Lor58, MT57, 
Mac58, Nai50, Pea59a, Pla58, Roy56, Rub54, Rub56a, SiI51, Wil56a, AA54b, 
Coo51a, Coo51b, Dav59d, Kap52, Lor54a, Tha57, Wis52b, Dav57b, Arm54, 
Bar59f, Cox53b, Dav54b, Dav57d, Moo55b, Pea51a, Pea51b, Pea52a, Smi55a, 
Stu58, Bea50, Bea51, Dav56c, Dav57c, Smi55b]. Statistik 
[El55a, An56o, Bar57f, Bar57g]. Statistika [Bar58c]. Statistischen [Mos59]. 
Steps [MS59]. Stichproben [Bar56d]. Stochastic 
[Bai50, Bai53a, Dav55a, Has54, Has57, Hei55, Jow55, Jow57, LG58, Les58, 
LG59, Mor50a, Pat54, Phi59, Whi51, Whi55, Wis56a, Fos55c, Dav54e, Jon56]. 
Stratum [Ste52]. Strength [Lie54]. Strengths [Stu53]. Strictly [CS53]. 
Structural [Bro57, BF58]. Structure [Ken51, Ken52b]. Stuart [Pea59a]. 
Student [DS54, DS55, Hy55, Win57]. Student'-Fisher [Hy550]. 
Studentized [An53d, Dav56f, May52, Nai51, Pac59, Pil52, PT59, Pil59]. 
Students [Dav56b]. Studies [Arm58, BB58, Dav55d, Ken56, Ken57b, Lor58, 
Pla58, Roy56, Ske52, Tha57, Wil56a]. Studio [Sm59a]. Study 
[Fos55a, Her558, Irw54, Jen55, Lor58, Wil56a]. Studying [Les58]. Style 
[Fuc52, Lor58, Wil56a]. Subject [Ano55p]. Subscripts [Cha50]. Subsonic 
[Mal59d]. Substitutes [Hal55c]. Successes [Gab59]. Successive 
[Ken53b, Kam58, Pa57, SK57]. Sufficiency [Ano56c, Gan55b, Gan56]. 
Sufficient [Huz55]. Sukhatme [Dur55]. Sum [Hui58, Rub56b, Rub65]. 
Sums [AL53, Ani55, Ani56]. Superposition [CS53, CS54]. Survey 
[Dav55c, MM59]. Surveys [Dur55, Mal59d, Smi51, Stu54, Mal59d]. Survival 
[HP52]. Susceptibles [Ba56a, Bai56b]. Sylvaticus [HP52]. Symmetric 
[Cha55a, DK51a, DK53, DK55, DK58b, Lev59, McF56]. Symmetrical 
[Cad52a]. symmetrically [Dav59]. Symposium 
[Dav50b, Dav52c, Dav57b, Whi51, Mor57, Whi51]. System [Joh58f, Les59]. 
Systematic [Cox51, Nai50, Smi51, Sun53a, Wil56b]. Systems 
[Bar57e, Dur57, Habb5, Les58, Lou51b, Phi59]. 

T [Ans58, Ban58, Bar58b, Dav54d, Joh54c, Moo58c, Pea56, Smi55b]. Table 
[Daw54, Hal55b, HP50a, Lan57, Pac59, Pat48, Pat59, Ste51a, Lat53, Bar59d, 
Moo55c]. Tables [AA54b, Ano53d, Ano55m, Arm55, BF59, Bar56d, Bar59c, 
Ber57, Bra54, Bra64, DK51a, DK53, Dav54b, DK55, DK58b, Dou56, HP50b, 
Joh55c, Joh58c, Lev59, May52, Moo53a, Nai52, Nas59, PM51, Que59, Som59, 
Ste53, Stu53, TW54, Wil52c, Yat55a, DS54, Les55, Dav59d, Moo55c, Wel54, 
Wis54b, Wis59a, Bar59c, Dav58d, Joh54c, Wel58]. Tablitsi [Joh55c]. 
Tabulky [Joh58c]. Tafeln [Bar56d]. Tailed [HP52]. Tau [Hab55]. Taus 
[Goo59]. Tavole [Sm59a]. Taylor [Edw59]. Teach [Bar59f]. Techniques 
[AS54, Pen59, Dav54c]. Tensile [Lie54]. Tensor [Kar52]. Term [vdH52]. 
Terminals [Mal56]. Terms [Gum58]. Test [Ano54c, Bar54b, Bar56b, Bar59a, 
Bar59b, Bar52b, Bar56d, BDM58, BD58a, Bat50, Bla56, DJ51, Fra50, Goo55, 
Goo57, Gro51, Hal55b, Han55a, Har50a, Hod55, Hoe54, Hor53, Kam56, Kam56, 
Lor52,
Med56, MH58, Moo53b, Mor50b, Nas59, Pag55b, Pat48, Pat59, Stu55b, Suk58, VN59, Wal56, Wat57b, Yat55a, Bar50a, Dar59b, Dav59i, Fin50, Jon54, Lor47, Lor50, Moo55b, Rus50, Rus52, Sri58, Sri59. **Testing** [Bar57a, Bos56, DW50, DW51, Dur57, Han57, Men58, Dav52b]. **Tests** [AP54, Bai56c, Bak50, Ban58, Bar52a, Bar53b, BP59, Bar57d, BD56, Bar58c, Bha59, Box53a, Box53b, Cox53c, CS55, Cox56, Dav50d, Dav53b, Dav56d, FHP57, GW47, GW50, Gho55, Goo58, Goo59, Han55b, Jam54, Jen54b, Jen56, Lat53, Law56b, Law59, Mar52b, Pat50, Pea50a, PH51, Pea51c, Rao53, Sun54, Tay56, Tho51a, WW56, Whi52, Wil52b, Wil55b, Arm55, Gro53, Que49, Toc50, Bha59]. Tetley [Bar57a, Bea50, Bea51]. **Textbook** [Bar55a, Texts [Fuc54]. Their [Ano55m, Bla50, Que57, Coo51a, Joh55b]. Theorem [Cha50, DK58a, Dav56e, GP51, Lah53, RK50]. Theorems [Ano56c, Gan55b, Pla50]. **Theoretical** [Bar57a, Dav54b, Joh58f, Ske51, Kal57]. Theory [Ano50, Bai56c, Bar52b, Cox56, DKS51, Dav52d, Dav54d, Dav55c, Dav57b, Dav58a, Der56, Doi57, Dur55, Gan55a, HM59, Joh57d, Kam54a, May54, May58, Moo53a, Moo58c, Mor51a, Mor51b, Pea56, Pea59a, Tar55, Lor54a, Toc50, Dav57b, Dav55c, Dav55b, Pea59a, Bur59, Mor56]. Third [Dav57b, Kam53c]. Thomas [BB58]. Thrall [Bar56a, Kes58]. Three [Bai56b, Dav59a, ZSP58, Dar59b]. three-decision [Dar59b]. Ties [Coo57]. Time [Bar53c, Bar56b, BM55, Bar58e, Dav52b, Ghu50, Han55a, HM59, Jen58, MPW52, MH58, MS59, Rud52, Wal56, Whi52, Que49, Jen55, Jen59]. Time-Series [Ghu50, Rud52, Que49, Jen55, Jen59]. Times [Pow55]. Tintner [Dur53]. Tippett [Dav56c, Moo58b, Pea52a]. Tolerance [Fin52]. Topics [Ano55e, Men58]. Torgerson [Bai56b, Les52]. totals [Les55]. Tournaments [Dav59]. Traffic [Hai59, May54, May58]. Transform [Lor54b, Lor54a]. Transformation [DJ50, Har56, Har57a, Jen54a, Mal59e, San58, Ste53, Pea59c]. Transformations [Ano53c, Blo54, Blo56, DO51, Dra52, Que57, Yat55b, Olk53]. Transformed [Jan55, Har57b]. Transonic [Mal59d]. Trapping [Mor51b]. Treatise [Dav59a]. Treatment [But56, Cad54, Cox54a, DJ54, FH51, MM59, Fos55c]. Treatments [Pat52, Tay50, Yat55b]. Trend [CS55]. Trials [Gab59]. Triangular [Br54]. Tribolium [CS57]. Trigonometrical [Kes57]. Tropical [Owe59]. Truncated [Bra58, Coh53, Coh55, Coh57, Gru52, Moo52, Sam55, Tho51b]. Two [Ano54c, Bai56a, Bar56d, Bar58e, BDM58, BD58a, BDS54, Coo51b, Cox58b, Dav50d, Dav58b, Gay50b, GR54, Gro51, Hac58, Hai58, Har57c, Has57, Hei55, Hui58, Kam54a, Kam56, Ken54b, LG58, LG59, Lie54, Man58a, Pat48, Pat59, Pea52b, RB58, Stu55b, Suk58, Tan53, Tat55, TW54, TWJ56, Yat55b, Dar59b, Fin50, Gro53, Moo57b, Pre53, Rus52]. Two-Dimensional [Hei55]. Two-Means [TW56]. Two-Sample [BDS54, Kam56, Gro53, Moo57b]. Two-Sided [Ano54c, Rus52]. Two-Stage [GR54]. Two-Way [RB58, Stu55b]. Type [Lon51a, Ske58, Wis56a, Joh58e, Pea59c, She51].
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[Dav52b, Fos55c, Jen55]. Wilcoxon [BDM58, Dav56d]. Wilfred [Ano57c, Bar56c, Wis52a]. William [Joh51]. Winnick [Bow59]. Wishart [Ano56g, Pea57b, Ste51b]. without [Coh53]. Wold [Fos55a, Jen55].
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